


Find the perfect balance
of energy and relaxation
Sindhorn Wellness by Resense is Bangkok’s most extensive wellness offering, 
with 4,000 sq m of facilities spread over two floors. The spa floats above the 
city, a retreat from the everyday. Signature experiences include thermal and 
hydrotherapy, facials based on detailed skin analysis, and the most indulgent of 
treatments in Bangkok’s only hammam. Transform your body and your mindset 
at our members’ club, with high-performance gym equipment, individualised 
coaching by personal trainers, and group classes that invite connection with 
fellow members.



Spa
Our version of wellness takes time-tested rituals 
and revs them up with the latest medical know-how. 
A wellness consultation ensures you embark on the 
right programme for your needs. Explore a world of 
meditative tranquillity, with thermal contrast therapy, 
a flotation pool, marble Moroccan hammam and so 
much more. Members also enjoy access to our 25 m 

saltwater pool overlooking the city.



The Classical Hammam
Uncover a centuries-old Moroccan bathing tradition that 
relaxes the mind and purifies the body. Deep cleansing 
using black olive soap is followed by a vigorous full body 
exfoliation and a nourishing Ghassoul clay wrap. Gently 
rinse off with warm water and a few drops of Argan Oil.

The treatment detoxes your body, relaxes your senses, 
and stimulates the system to improve your mood and 
soothe your entire nervous system.



Thermal Experiences
Hot. Cold. Healthy to the Max.

Sindhorn Wellness by Resense offers the most extensive 
contrast therapy facilities in Bangkok. With contrasting 
heat and cold, your blood flows to the limbs then back 
the core, flushing out toxins in the muscles and lymph 
nodes. Your skin will glow, and so will you with major 

energy and immunity boosts.

Bio sauna
Aroma steam room

Salt sauna
Tepadarium loungers
Cold bucket shower
Experience shower

Cold room
Salt water room



Hydrotherapy
Experiences
Each therapeutic treatment will leave you regenerated. 
Refresh yourself with the curative properties of our 
Detox Circuit, which clears internal pathways to keep 
your body functioning at optimal levels. You will feel the 
unique benefits long after.

Float Therapy
Dry Float & Thera warp
Hydro bath
Scottish shower
Vichy shower



Fitness
Our boutique gym is packed with the latest performance 
equipment, from cardio machines to weightlifting and 
functional training stations. Push yourself further with a 

personal trainer or high-tech group classes. 

We offer small-group classes for every ability, lifestyle, 
and interest. You’ll enjoy personalized coaching from 
our fitness experts. Get ready to meet the stronger, 

leaner, faster you.

HIIT
Virtual Spinning

Body combat
Body pump
Bungee fly

Pilates reformer
Presso recovery
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